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ABSTRACT 

The subject of this study posits the profitability of an investment strategy focused on high-

dividend yielding securities from the South African stock market over the period of 10 years 

from 2002 to 2012. The study follows an expected dividend yield model, similar to the model 

proposed by Hsu and Lin (2010), for the construction of a high-dividend yielding portfolio. 

Financial data of listed companies’ dividends and other financial information is used to 

estimate these expected current dividend yields by employing multiple regression analysis. It 

is suggested that these expected yields better reflect companies’ future profitability than 

traditional current dividend yields. The results of the study show that the performance 

differences between the portfolios based on the expected dividend yield model and the 

benchmark portfolios are significant; however the tests of the model suggest that the model 

is not a good fit for the data. 
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GLOSSARY 

FTSE/JSE Africa All Share Index 

The FTSE/JSE Africa All Share Index is a market capitalization weighted index. Companies 

included in this index make up the top 99% of the total pre-free float market capitalization of 

all listed companies on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange. Hereafter only referred to as the 

All Share Index. 

FTSE/JSE Africa Top 40 Index 

The FTSE/JSE Africa Top 40 Index is a market capitalization weighted index. Companies 

included in this index are the 40 largest companies which are constituents of the FTSE/JSE 

Africa All Share Index ranked by market capitalization. Hereafter only referred to as the Top 

40 Index. 

FTSE/JSE Africa Mid Cap Index 

The FTSE/JSE Africa Mid Cap Index is a market capitalization weighted index. Companies 

included in this index are the 60 largest companies which are constituents of the FTSE/JSE 

Africa All Share Index, not included in the FTSE/JSE Africa Top 40 Index, ranked by market 

capitalization. Hereafter only referred to as the Mid Cap Index. 

FTSE/JSE Africa Dividend Plus Index 

The FTSE/JSE Africa Dividend Plus Index is a yield weighted index designed to measure the 

performance of higher yielding securities. Companies included in this index are the 30 

largest companies which are constituents of both the FTSE/JSE Africa Top 40 Index and the 

FTSE/JSE Africa Mid Cap Index, excluding real estate companies, ranked by their one-year 

forecast dividend yield. This index is reviewed semi-annually in June and December, of 

which the dividend yield data is based on the one-year dividends per share forecasts as 

sourced from McGregor BFA, divided by the price of the underlying security. Hereafter only 

referred to as the Dividend Plus Index.  
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BLOOMBERG FIELD DESCRIPTIONS 

NET_INCOME 

Net income (losses) is the profit after all expenses have been deducted. These expenses 

include non-recurring and extraordinary gains and losses. 

CF_CASH_FROM_OPER 

Total cash generated from a company’s operational activities. 

BS_TOT_ASSET 

The total of a company’s short- and long-term assets as reported on the Balance Sheet. 

SALES_REV_TURN 

Sales/Revenue/Turnover amounts to the total operating revenues less adjustments to Gross 

Sales. Adjustments to Gross Sales consist of returns, discounts, allowances, excise taxes, 

insurance charges, sales taxes, and value added taxes (VAT). 

BS_ACCT_NOTE_RCV 

Accounts and Notes Receivable includes trade receivables directly related with operating 

activities, net of the provision for bad debt. 

BS_NET_FIX_ASSET 

Net Fixed Assets includes depreciable and non-depreciable fixed assets held for own use, 

capitalized fixed assets, and rental properties, net of accumulated depreciation expenses. 

For mining companies capitalized exploration and development costs are included. 

DIVIDEND_YIELD 

The dividend yield is calculated by dividing the trailing 12month dividend per share by the 

last available price. The 12month dividend per share is disclosed in the income statement. 

DVD_PAYOUT_RATIO 

The Dividend Payout Ratio (%) is calculated as follows: 

 
                     

                                                                       
      

* Note: The Dividend Payout Ratio is not computed if the denominator is negative. 
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IS_EPS 

Earnings Per Share amounts to the bottom-line Earnings Per Share, which includes the effects of 

non-recurring and extraordinary gains (losses). It is calculated by dividing the Net Income Available to 

common shareholders by the Basic Weighted Average Outstanding Shares. 

CUR_MKT_CAP 

Current market capitalization accounts for the total current market value of all outstanding shares of a 

company, stated in the pricing currency. Market Capitalization is a measure of corporate size. 

CF_FREE_CASH_FLOW 

Free Cash Flow is calculated as the cash flow from operating activities less total capital expenditure, 

where capital expenditure is the amount spent on purchases of tangible fixed assets. 

CAPITAL_EXPEND 

The capital expenditure of a company is the amount spent on purchases of fixed (tangible) 

assets. The value is always negative. The amount may include intangible assets when not 

disclosed separately. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Within the field of finance, a substantial amount of work has been dedicated to the 

forecasting of future stock returns. In particular, the correlation between dividend yields and 

future stock returns have been of interest and importance in this regard. 

1.1 Problem Statement 

An investment strategy, in financial literature, is described as a methodical plan followed by 

investors in the financial markets in an attempt to accomplish superior returns through the 

buying and selling of financial assets (Pardo, 2008). These financial assets are constituents 

of the four main asset classes namely fixed income (cash and bonds), property, equities and 

derivatives.  

Investors in equity markets are greatly concerned with the performance of companies listed 

on the stock exchange in their attempt to achieve higher than average returns on their 

portfolios. In recent years a number of studies have been dedicated to investment strategies 

based on dividend yields in order to improve returns on a portfolio, of which one of the most 

disputed topics relates to whether high dividend yields relate to high rates of return. High 

dividend yields, low price-to-book ratios, low price-to-earnings ratios and low expected 

growth rates are typical characteristics attributed to so called value securities, as 

enumerated by Visscher and Filbeck (2003). Therefore, investment strategies based on high 

dividend paying securities can be classified under the broader investment strategy known as 

value investing. Value investing is a strategy followed by investors in pursuit of identifying 

securities deemed as undervalued in the stock market, in order to profit from these securities 

which were bought at a discount.  

Studies conducted on investment strategies based on dividend yields have however 

produced diverse outcomes in different countries. The Dow-10 investment strategy, or better 

known as the Dogs of the Dow strategy, is one of the seemingly more popular dividend yield 

investment strategies found to be followed by investors in the United States. This strategy 

entails the purchasing of the 10 highest dividend yielding securities from the 30 blue chip 

companies in the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). At closer investigation, McQueen et 

al. (1997) found that a portfolio following the Dogs of the Dow strategy yielded statistically 

superior returns in comparison to the market benchmark, which consists of all 30 shares, 

throughout the period under analysis. Similar studies based on the Dogs of the Dow strategy 

have been replicated in the Canadian stock market (Visscher & Filbeck, 2003) as well as the 

Polish stock market (Brzeszczynski & Gajdka, 2008), where the portfolios composed of the 

10 highest dividend yielding securities were found to achieve superior risk-adjusted returns 
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in comparison to returns achieved by the market. The return of a portfolio is adjusted for risk 

in order to be compared meaningfully against its chosen benchmark. Possible risk-adjusted 

performance measures that can be incorporated include Sharpe’s Ratio and Treynor’s 

Measure amongst others. 

However, the replication of the Dogs of the Dow strategy in the British stock market have 

lead to less desirable results, and returns - both unadjusted and risk-adjusted - have been 

found ineffective in the attempt to outperform the market (Filbeck & Visscher, 1997). Another 

study conducted on the British stock market by Gwilym et al. (2005) pertaining to dividend 

yield investing strategies demonstrated similar results, as Gwilym et al. (2005) maintained 

that excess returns tend to disappear after appropriate adjustment for risk has been taken 

into account. It is clear from these findings that dividend trading strategies have contributed 

mixed results, depending on the market under investigation. 

1.2 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the strategy of investing in securities 

based on estimated high dividend yields, conducted on data from the Johannesburg 

Securities Exchange (JSE), will yield superior returns in comparison to the market. The study 

will be based on a model similar to the one proposed by Hsu and Lin (2010) in determining 

30 companies to be included in the portfolio. The data used in the study will include the 

constituents of both the Top 40 Index and the Mid Cap Index, in order to closely resemble 

the Dividend Plus Index. The benchmarks employed in this study include both the All Share 

Index as well as the Dividend Plus Index.  

1.3 Background Literature 

It is evident from past studies that researchers tend to construct portfolios following a 

dividend yield strategy based on the rankings of current dividend yields, as seen with the 

Dogs of the Dow strategy. One explanation of this approach, applied by researchers, is the 

dividend information signalling theory, where dividend announcements are interpreted as 

information signals communicated by managers to the market – since management is 

believed to have better insights into the future prospects of their company. The dividend 

information signalling theory suggests that management uses the increase in the level of 

dividends announced as a communication tool to convey a message of a company’s strong 

future prospects. Even more importantly, the dividend information signalling theory suggests 

that companies with higher dividend yields are generally regarded as having greater 

information content than companies with lower dividend yields (Bhattacharya, 1979; Miller & 

Rock, 1985). 
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According to a study done by Hsu and Lin (2010), investors are likely to face a myriad of 

problems when constructing their portfolios based solely on the ranking of current dividend 

yields. One of the possible problems investors might face involves circumstances where 

managers with free cash flow at their disposal, such that cash flow levels are above the 

levels required to finance all projects with a positive net present value, may choose to 

increase dividend levels in order to reimburse shareholders for capital losses incurred in 

previous years, or choose to reduce predacious acquisition intent. Jensen (1986) confirms 

this statement in his theoretical study by arguing that excess cash will not go to waste. 

Another possible problem investors might face relates to high dividend yield levels simply 

being a result of a decrease in security prices, which has the effect of higher dividend yields 

even though the dividend levels remained unchanged, and therefore conveys no real 

information content (Van Zyl et al., 2006). 

It is of utmost importance for both researchers and investors to pay attention to these 

problems when constructing a portfolio based on dividend yield rankings, in order for them to 

select the correct potentially profitable (winning) securities in their quest to accomplish 

superior returns. Harada and Nguyen (2005) found that investors can expect companies with 

positive earnings trends and promising financial information and ratios to increase their 

dividend levels, which supports the idea that they should take heed of the abovementioned 

problems. However, they argue that unexpected increases in dividend levels merely arise 

from overly confident managers creating ‘noise’ in the market as opposed to conveying valid 

information to their investors. 

It can therefore be deduced that researchers and investors that construct their portfolios 

based solely on current dividend yields of companies, considering all of the potential 

problems faced, may result in the inclusion of potentially profitable securities when they are 

actually not. This may lead to investors being unsuccessful in their pursuit of outperforming 

the relevant market. 

In an attempt to improve this situation, Hsu and Lin (2010) constructed a model based on a 

re-estimated  dividend yield, attempting to construct a high dividend yield portfolio capable of 

risk-adjusted returns superior to that of the relevant market, while attempting to exclude the 

‘noise’ made by the overly confident managers. They refer to this re-estimated dividend yield 

as the ‘expected current dividend yield’. 
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1.4 Objectives of the Study 

The main objective of the study is to investigate the returns of a portfolio constructed based 

on an expected dividend yield model similar to that of Hsu and Lin (2010), compared to:  

(a) The returns from the Dividend Plus Index 

(b) The returns from the All Share Index 

These comparisons will conclude whether a portfolio based on a model similar to that of Hsu 

and Lin (2010) can yield superior results in the South African stock market. 

This study aims to identify whether the expected dividend yield model can be applied 

successfully to South African equity data, in an attempt to make an empirical contribution to 

the discussion of whether high dividend yield portfolios can lead to the outperformance of the 

market in South Africa. 

The limitations of the study arise due to the fact that only dividend declaring large- and 

midcap companies listed on the JSE are included. Property companies will be included in 

the study, unlike the methodology followed in the construction of the Dividend Plus Index. It 

is unclear from research done on the Dividend Plus Index as to why property companies are 

excluded. Dividends of preference shares and special dividends are not included in this 

study, since the dividend yield considered only takes into account dividends paid on ordinary 

shares. Only dividends declared during the period of 2001-2011 will be considered. Since 

companies declare dividends at different times during the year, data sourced for this study 

will have to be adapted in such a way that all input information on companies are uniform 

with regard to the time periods used in the application of the model. 

1.5 Methodology 

The measurement of a high dividend yield portfolio yielding excess returns in comparison to 

a market related benchmark will be based on a model similar to the one constructed by Hsu 

and Lin (2010):          

  

                                 
  

  
                         

    
             

       
             

Where:  

t denotes half-yearly time periods; 
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           is the dividend yield for period t; 

     is the dividend payout ratio for period t; 

     is the attributable earnings per share for period t; 

  
  
  is a proxy variable referring to the opportunities for investment growth in period 

t where     refers to the market value of the company and    to the total assets of 

the company at the end of period t; 

      refers to the company’s size at the end of period t; 

            is the dividend yield for period t-2; 

             
       
   refers to the amount of cash available to be paid to the 

shareholders at the end of period t; 

    is the discretionary accruals for the period t, and serves as a measure for 

earnings manipulation; 

   is the error term; 

            are coefficients of the model.  

The portfolios constructed based on the expected dividend yield will be done by using the 

following approach: 

(a) The expected dividend yield model will be used to test the financial data with a 

sample period of 11 years (2001 – 2012). 

(b) The coefficients, as estimated by the model, will be used in conjunction with the 

periodic data collected to calculate the expected dividend yields. 

(c) These expected dividend yields will be sorted and ranked in descending order from 

which a portfolio, consisting of the top 30 companies, will be constructed.  This is in 

line with the number of companies included in one of the benchmark indices 

employed in this study, namely the Dividend Plus Index. 

(d) The anticipated portfolio will be invested in the imminent period. 

(e) The process will be repeated for all future rolling periods. 

A detailed description of the approach utilized is discussed in Section 3.3. 
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1.6 Outline of the Study 

This thesis is structured in the following way. Section 2 presents the literature review of the 

study relating to the effect of dividend yields on a security’s return. Section 3 consists of the 

data implemented for this study and the research methodology applied consisting of the 

quantitative model and its associated variables. Section 4 presents the empirical results of 

the investigation in order to address the objective of the study as to whether it is possible for 

such a portfolio to outperform the market benchmarks. Lastly, Section 5 contains 

conclusions and recommendations drawn from this study.  

The forecasting of future stock returns have long been of interest to both practitioners and 

financial researchers in an attempt to create portfolios that outperforms the relevant 

benchmarks involved. A substantial amount of work has been dedicated in particular to the 

effect of dividend yields on stock returns which provides a strong foundation for the logic 

behind dividend yield investment strategies and will be discussed in the consequent chapter.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Over the years an overabundance of theories and studies relating to dividends and 

companies’ dividend policies have been formulated and tested, which led to a well-founded 

basis as to the reasoning behind dividend yield investment strategies. 

2.1 Investment Approaches and Trading Strategies 

In academic literature, investment is generally defined as the current commitment of money, 

based on fundamental research, to real and/or financial assets in the expectation of 

accumulating wealth over time. It is important to note that the accumulation of wealth not 

only consists of an increase in the value of the assets invested in, but also from the cash 

flows generated by these assets (Bodie et al. 2005). By investing in the equity of a company, 

investors receive a share of ownership which entitles them to receive any dividends the 

company may decide to pay, even though no particular payments are promised. The 

accumulation of wealth, when considering investment in equities, therefore consists of an 

increase in the value of the security as well as dividends received. 

The primary goal of investment management is to maximize the return and minimize the 

associated risk for their investor, in order to outperform the market in question over a certain 

period of time. The return achieved should compensate the investor for consumption 

deferred over this period, inflation (the reduction of purchasing power due to an increase in 

prices of goods and services) as well as the risk associated with the investment. Due to the 

uncertainty of expected future financial benefits, it is important for investment managers to 

limit their exposure to any particular asset by means of diversification. In a portfolio compiled 

of high-dividend yielding securities, diversification is achieved by investing in various 

companies across various industries on the stock exchange. 

Investment managers have to choose between following a passive- or active investment 

management strategy, which is associated with the Efficient Market Hypothesis. It is helpful 

to briefly mention the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) as well as the Random Walk 

Hypothesis (RWH) as developed by Eugene F. Fama (Fama, 1965; Fama 1970). The 

premise of the EMH is that information is equally available to all market participants and is 

therefore almost instantaneously reflected in the current market prices of securities. The 

EMH depicts that because of market efficiency, profitable opportunities based on technical 

analysis and information based trading are eliminated, which leads to a random walk of 

security prices. It can be deduced that the more efficient the market, the more random the 

security price series (Liu & Maddala, 1992), which in turn implies that in effect, all efforts to 

pick securities for an investment strategy attempting to yield superior returns are indeed 
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futile. It should be emphasized that a random walk of security prices however does not imply 

market efficiency, since a random walk is defined by the independence of security price 

changes.  

That being said, Bodie et al. (2005) mention the following in their book with regard to efficient 

markets concerning the choice between investment management strategies: 

Passive management calls for holding highly diversified portfolios without 

spending effort or other resources attempting to improve investment 

performance through security analysis. Active management is the attempt 

to improve performance either by identifying mispriced securities or by 

timing the performance of broad asset classes… If the efficient market 

hypothesis were taken to the extreme, there would be no point in active 

security analysis (p.38). 

The question then remains: why follow an active investment-management approach if 

markets are efficient and all relevant information is reflected in the prices of securities? The 

answer is quite simple: even though the market is efficient, the market is not perfectly 

efficient. It is these near-efficient conditions that create profitable opportunities for diligent 

investment managers to exploit even minor mispricing of securities in the market, when 

compiling their investment portfolios. It is clear why there is value in opting for an active 

investment-management approach. 

Dividend yield investment strategies fall under the broad class of value investing. As 

mentioned earlier, Visscher and Filbeck (2003) regards securities with high dividend yields, 

low price-to-book ratios, low price-to-earnings ratios and/or low expected growth rates as 

typical characteristics of value securities, whereas growth securities demonstrate the 

opposite of these characteristics. Fama (1998) argues that investors initially overreact 

negatively (positively) to undesirable (desirable) financial news about a company, which 

leads to the creation of value (growth) securities. Once the market has adjusted fully to these 

overreactions, it is to be expected that value securities will outperform the growth stocks. 

This paper considers a dividend yield investment strategy, which belongs to the value 

investing class by following an active invest-management approach, aiming to yield superior 

results in our quest to outperform the market. 
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2.2 Theory of Dividends and the Dividend Policy 

Investors’ compensation for holding securities of a company consists of regularly scheduled 

dividends and probabilistic capital gains or losses, due to an increase or decrease in the 

value of the security. The dividends paid to shareholders represent a distribution of the after-

tax profits of a company and are paid out of current or past-retained earnings.  

When considering constructing an investment portfolio based on the information of dividends 

paid out by publicly traded companies, it is important to briefly take note of corporate 

dividend policy and the effect it has on current security prices. Dividend policy is of 

importance to the management of a company, since they have to decide not only whether to 

pay dividends or not, but also on how much they should pay. 

The prominent irrelevance theory of dividend policy proposed by Miller and Modigliani (1961) 

contend that dividend policies, under a strong setting of ideal market conditions, do not have 

an effect on security valuations of companies. These ideal market conditions necessitate 

perfect markets, where investors’ behaviour is rational, as well as perfect certainty in terms 

future profits for every company. This theory suggests that the dividend payout policy a 

company chooses to follow will neither affect its security price, nor would it affect the total 

returns to its shareholders - given the investment policy they choose to follow in order to 

enhance their market value. From these suggestions it can be deduced that dividend signals 

will not arise and that companies’ future returns can therefore not be associated with 

dividends declared or any other dividend indicator, including dividend yields. In line with this 

theory is the study conducted by Black and Scholes (1974) in which their findings were 

inconclusive as to whether the dividend policy of a company affected its security price, since 

they were unable to prove that different dividend yields lead to different security returns.  

To serve as evidence, Black and Scholes (1974) stated: 

… if a corporation could increase its share price by increasing (or 

decreasing) its payout ratio, then many corporations would do so, which 

would saturate the demand for higher (or lower) dividend yields, and would 

bring about an equilibrium in which marginal changes in a corporation’s 

dividend policy would have no effect on the price of its stock (p.2).  

Based on the findings by Miller and Modigliani (1961) and Black and Scholes (1974), the 

expectations of superior performance of a dividend yield portfolio in relation to the market 

seems to be impossible both in theory and market efficiency. 
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In an attempt to relax the assumption of market efficiency as proposed in the dividend 

irrelevance theorem by Miller and Modigliani (1961), a catering theory of dividends was 

developed and tested by Baker and Wurgler (2004). The catering theory suggests that the 

company caters for their investors’ needs. They’re focus was on the dividend premium, 

defined as the difference between the average market-to-book ratio of dividend payers and 

non-dividend payers, as the driving force behind the decision to pay dividends. In their 

findings, Baker and Wurgler (2004) suggested that dividends are highly relevant to prices of 

securities, as management recognizes and caters for investors’ demands by paying 

dividends when investors put a premium on dividend payers and not paying when investors 

prefer non-dividend payers. The source of this demand for dividends appears to be 

sentiment-driven.  

It is important to note however, that these findings are based on the sole purpose of whether 

to pay dividends or not and not as to how much to pay. Li and Lie (2006) extended the 

catering theory developed by Baker and Wurgler (2004) to address the shortcoming as to 

why companies change their level of dividends.  This drawback in the study of Baker and 

Wurgler (2004) is quite significant, since empirical evidence suggests that management are 

more likely to face decisions relating to the change of current dividend levels, as opposed to 

whether to introduce maiden dividends or to eliminate existing dividends.  

According to Li and Lie (2006) companies are more likely to increase dividends and by 

greater levels if the dividend premium is high, which tends to lead to inflated stock prices and 

vice versa. Thus, both Baker and Wurgler (2004) and Li and Lie (2006)’s studies contended 

that the capital market rewards managers for making dividend decisions bearing in mind 

investors’ demand.  

Prior to the seminal theory formulated by Miller and Modigliani (1961), a different approach 

of dividend theory by Lintner (1956) suggested that dividend payment was indeed relevant to 

rates of returns of companies. Lintner (1956) found that managers of companies believe that 

the market puts a premium on security prices of companies maintaining stable dividend 

policies and therefore have the desire for keeping a reasonably stable dividend rate.  

The importance of the dividend policy of a company is clearly a major problem for 

management since the main concern still remains the stability of the payout ratio, unless an 

increased (or decreased) level of future earnings is apparent.  

The use of dividend payments by management to convey information with regard to their 

belief about future prospects of the company, since it depends on the belief that a 
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company’s management often possesses privileged information about its future expectations 

regarding earnings, is known as the dividend signalling hypothesis of Miller and Modigliani 

(1961). It can be interpreted that firms increase (or decrease) dividends to convey 

management’s optimistic (or pessimistic) outlook for future earnings prospects, as 

mentioned in a paper by Bhana (1998).  

The asymmetry of information, meaning that managers possess more information regarding 

the future prospects of a firm than its investors do, has been extensively debated in the 

corporate finance literature. Bhattacharya (1979), Miller and Rock (1985) and John and 

Williams (1985) attempted to elucidate these asymmetries by developing theoretical models 

in which companies signal private information by means of changes in dividends, revealing 

security prices adjusting to new equilibrium levels in response to these dividend decisions. It 

has been thought that therefore management conveys information regarding future 

profitability and cash flow through its dividend policy, thus enabling investors to assess the 

real market value of the firm. Management may also try to keep consistent levels of 

dividends, as opposed to decreasing dividend levels, in an attempt not to mistakenly convey 

a message of bad news to investors. 

2.3 Dividend Yield and Dividend Yield Investment Strategies 

As an introduction, an important yield associated with securities is the dividend yield. The 

dividend yield is a reflection of the interrelationship between dividends paid and the market 

price of the security and expresses the dividend as a percentage of the security price. 

According to Van Zyl et al. (2006): 

From this the dividend rate is calculated as the dividend in cents per share 

divided by the par value of the ordinary shares (the price at which the 

shares were originally issued and sold to the public). The dividend yield or 

cash yield can be calculated in one of two ways. The calculation can either 

be the dividend in cash per share over the last 12 months expressed as a 

percentage of the company’s current market price of the share, or the 

dividend yield calculated as the nominal value of the company’s shares 

divided by the market price of the share multiplied by the dividend rate (p. 

335-336). 

High-dividend yield investment strategies have been in existence for numerous years. The 

outstanding returns generated by these investment strategies have won support from both 

the academic community (Filbeck & Visscher, 1998; Gwilym et al,, 2005; Brzeszczyński & 

Gajdka, 2007) as well as practitioners. Even though it is evident from earlier studies 
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performed on dividend yield investment strategies that mixed results were observed 

depending on the market under investigation, there is still scope of testing these strategies in 

the South African stock markets.  

In practice we find that investors prefer cash dividends due to their informational content, 

since a change in dividend is often followed by a change in the market price of the security. 

There are several other potential motivations for the preference of dividend-paying securities 

being held by investors in their portfolios. First, retirees and investment funds such as 

pension funds need to invest in assets that provide a reasonably stable income stream, in 

order to meet liabilities such as expenditure incurred and benefits to be provided to their 

members at some time in the future. It is deemed to be cheaper and easier to receive 

dividends, as opposed to selling or borrowing against stocks (Black & Scholes 1974). 

Second, dividend paying firms are predominantly mature firms and are therefore commonly 

perceived as less risky by investors. Third, firms declaring high dividends not only present 

their prosperous cash flow, but also reflect the financial ability of management to exercise 

restraint. These needs of investors collectively taken into account can result in a portfolio 

consisting of high dividend yielding firms outperforming other market performance indicators.  

Arnott et al. (2005) was successful in constructing such a portfolio – a dividend-weighted 

index constituent of mature firms characterized by lower return volatility and lower perceived 

growth prospects - that proved to outperform other higher risk conventional market 

performance indices. One of the articles on the subject matter found, based on the South 

African stock market, investigates as to whether “dividend investing” have added benefits for 

the South African investor (Wolmarans, 2000). The study concluded that the dividend yield is 

less successful in determining a portfolio likely to outperform another portfolio than that of a 

portfolio determined by the earnings yield of a firm. Wolmarans (2000) assigns this to the 

unstable dividend policies of large companies in South Africa compared to other countries. A 

study done by Bhana (1998) on the effect of firms’ dividend policy on South African security 

prices, has found evidence that policies do not appear to influence returns realized on their 

securities.  

The question remains: how does the much debated topic of dividend yield investment 

strategies relate to the South African stock market? And more so, is there any merit in the 

findings of Bhana (1998) and in particular Wolmarans (2000)’s study? 

To justify the concerns raised with regards to the findings of studies done concerning 

dividends and dividend yields on South Africa data, 3 simple graphs depict the probable 

existence of a relationship between dividend yields and security prices. These graphs are 
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normalized by scaling to 100 in order to identify the relative variation between the two 

indices plotted against each other. 

Figure 1 plots the Dividend Plus Index against the All Share Index. It is clear that the 

Dividend Plus Index has outperformed the All Share Index and has consistently done so 

over the period of 2009 to 2012. 

 

Figure 1: Comparison between the Dividend Plus Index and the All Share Index 

Figure 2 plots the Dividend Plus Index against the Top 40 Index. The Dividend Plus Index 

has visibly outperformed the Top 40 Index and has consistently done so over the period of 

2009 to 2012. 

 

Figure 2: Comparison between the Dividend Plus Index and the Top 40 Index 
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Figure 3 plots the Dividend Plus Index against the Mid Cap Index. It is evident that the 

Dividend Plus Index seems to track the Mid Cap Index and offers potential periods of 

outperformance.  

 

Figure 3: Comparison between the Dividend Plus Index and the Mid Cap Index 

It is beneficial to not only consider the figures plotting the All Share, Top 40 and Mid Cap 

Indices against the Dividend Plus Index, but also to analyse the correlation between these 

indices. The correlation between two variables measures the degree of linear relationship 

between the variables. It is evident that the Dividend Plus Index is less correlated with the 

Top 40 and the All Share Indices than the Mid Cap Index. This can be ascribed to the fact 

that the Top 40 Index is characterized by mature companies offering growth opportunities as 

opposed to the Mid Cap companies offering value opportunities. These value opportunities 

are signalled by high dividend yields amongst others, providing sufficient explanation for the 

above assumption. 

All Share Index Top 40 Index Mid Cap Index Dividend Plus Index

All Share Index 1

Top 40 Index 0.994355130 1

Mid Cap Index 0.925384495 0.879997723 1

Dividend Plus Index 0.915157198 0.875772349 0.970026571 1  

Table 1: Correlation Matrix of the Indices 

Taking into account the inferences drawn from both the graphical and numerical information 

conveyed above, it is evident that there is room for improvement regarding studies done on 

the role of dividends in the South African market, as well as the potential value high dividend 

yielding securities can add to an investment portfolio.  
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3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

This study employs a model similar to the more robust model proposed by Hsu and Lin 

(2010) in the examination of dividend yield investment portfolios constructed from high-

dividend yielding South African securities,  in order to attempt to address the weaknesses of 

portfolio construction based on ranking of current dividend yields as mentioned in section 

1.2. 

3.1 The Regression Model 

The measurement of a high dividend yield portfolio yielding excess returns in comparison to 

the market related benchmark, the Dividend Plus Index and consequently the All Share 

Index, is based on the expected dividend yield model, similar to the model constructed by 

Hsu and Lin (2010).  

The model is employed by applying regression analysis, such that explicit information from a 

company is regressed in order to calculate an implicit dividend yield. One disadvantage of 

however, is that there may not be enough observations in the estimation period to obtain 

reliable parameter estimations for multiple linear regression.  

The expected dividend yield model is represented as follows:  

 

                                 
  

  
                         

    
             

       
             

Where: 

 t denotes half-yearly time periods; 

          is the dividend yield for period t, calculated by dividing the dividend per 

share for period t by the price of the security at the end of period t; 

     is the dividend payout ratio for period t, calculated by dividing the dividends 

paid for period t by the company’s equity at the end of period t; 

     is the attributable earnings per share for period t as published on Bloomberg, 

calculated by dividing the difference between the net profit for period t and the 

preference dividend for period t by the average number of shares for the period; 
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  is a proxy variable referring to the opportunities for investment growth in period 

t, calculated by dividing the market capitalization (  ) by the total assets (  ) as at 

the end of period t; 

      refers to the size of the company at the end of period t, calculated by taking the 

natural logarithm of total assets at the end of period t; 

            is the dividend yield for period t-2, calculated by dividing the dividend per 

share for period t-2 by the price of the security at the end of period t-2; 

             
       
  refers to the amount of cash available to be paid to the 

shareholders at the end of period t, calculated by dividing the free cash flow for 

period t by the equity at the end of period t. Free cash flow for period t is calculated 

by subtracting cash invested to maintain capacity (capital expenditure) in period t 

from cash generated from operating activities in period t (King et al., 1997); 

    denotes the discretionary accruals which refers to the earnings manipulation 

variables for quarter t, calculated by employing the modified Jones Model (Dechow et 

al., 1995) as explained in a tutorial by Keefe (n.d.); 

   is the error term representing the composite effect of the independent variables not 

explicitly stated in the model 

           are parameters of the model, representing the estimated relationships of 

the independent variables to the dependent variable 

The portfolios are constructed using the following approach:  

(a) The expected dividend yield model is used to test panel data consisting of 10 

retrospective periods 

(b) The estimated coefficients are then used in conjunction with the periodic data 

collected to calculate the expected dividend yields  

(c) These expected dividend yields are ranked in descending order and a portfolio is 

compiled consisting of the top 30 ordered securities 

(d) The anticipated portfolio is invested in the imminent period 

(e) The process is iterated for all future rolling periods 
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3.2 Model Variables 

Regression analysis is a statistical methodology that uses the relationship between two or 

more quantitative variables in order to predict a response from the other variables. 

3.2.1 Measuring the Dependent Variable 

The current dividend yield is used as the dependent (response) variable in this study. Recall 

from above that           is calculated by dividing the current dividend per share for period t 

by the price of the security at the end of period t. 

3.2.2 Choosing Independent Variables 

The independent variables are data items chosen in such a way that it should convey some 

relationship to the dividend yield.  

The independent variables used in the model are defined as follows: 

Current Dividend Payout Ratio        The expectation in the application of the expected 

dividend yield model is that the dividend payout ratio will relate positively with the current 

expected dividend yield. This implies that an increase (or decrease) in the payout ratio will 

lead to an increase (or decrease) in the current expected dividend yield. This links up with 

the study done by Lintner (1956) in which he suggested that the stability of dividend 

payments were relevant when uncertainty revolves around the future prospects of a 

company. In the paper by Miller and Modigliani (1961) it is also stated that management will 

stick to the company’s targeted dividend payout ratio set.  

Attributable Earnings per Share (   ): In a paper by Nissim and Ziv (2001) the relation 

between the changes in dividend levels and future profitability was measured in support of 

the information signalling hypothesis. The study conveyed a positive relationship between 

dividend changes and the future profitability of firms, hence supporting the hypothesis 

regarding the informational content. Also supporting the signalling theory is the study 

conducted by Firer et al. (2008), in accordance with the paper by Brav et al. (2003), on the 

dividend policy in South Africa in which they have found that South African managers target 

a payout ratio in order to avoid dividend decreases in future should profits be less than 

desirable. The expectation with regards to the earnings per share variable is positively 

related with the current expected divided yield in the application of the model. 

Investment Growth Opportunities (   ): The opportunities for investment growth are 

expected to be negatively related with the current expected dividend yield. In an attempt to 

solve the capital structure puzzle, Myers (1984) proposed a modified pecking theory when it 
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comes to companies needing to finance investment opportunities. This theory shows that 

companies prefer to finance investment opportunities with internally generated cash and will 

gradually adapt their target dividend payout ratio, due to the stickiness of dividend policies, 

accordingly.   

Size of the Company (    ): With regards to the distribution of cash dividends, a study by 

DeAngelo et al. (2004) shows that a relationship exists between companies’ size and their 

dividend payouts, such that the larger the company the greater the amount of dividends 

distributed to their shareholders. The effect with regards to the dividend yields of these larger 

companies will however be relatively small, since capital available to large companies are 

much greater as opposed to capital availability to the smaller companies. The size of the 

company is therefore expected to be negatively related to the expected current dividend 

yield. 

Previous Dividend Yield (        ): The previous dividend yield is expected to be 

positively related to the expected current dividend yield. This implies that an increase 

(decrease) in the previous dividend yield will lead to an increase (decrease) in the current 

expected dividend yield. Again, linking up with the study done by Lintner (1956) in which he 

suggested that the stability of dividend payments were relevant when uncertainty revolves 

around the future prospects of a company.   

 Free Cash Flow to Equity (                   ): The change in free cash flow is 

expected to be positively related to the expected current dividend yield. The free cash flow is 

self explanatory, seeing that a rise in the profits of a firm will lead to an increase in its cash 

flow. These increased cash flows will lead to management possibly revising the current 

dividend payout policy, in order to keep the shareholders’ best interest at heart (Lintner 

1956). 

Discretionary Accruals (  ): The discretionary accruals variable serves as a proxy for the 

quality of a company’s earnings reflecting management’s choices. The influence 

management has with regards to the company’s dividend payout policy may lead to creative 

accounting practices in order to manipulate earnings. To make the measurement of the 

model more stringent, the discretionary accruals variable is added as a proxy for possible 

manipulation of earnings. A high amount of discretionary accruals indicates lower-quality 

earnings and can be seen as a warning that management may be overstating earnings by 

making use of these mentioned creative accounting tactics. The direction of earnings 

manipulation is uncertain and we have no expectation with regards to the relation it has with 
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the expected current dividend yield. In calculating discretionary accruals, the modified Jones 

Model (Dechow et al., 1995) as explained in a tutorial by Keefe on Investopedia, will be 

employed. 

 

The model is represented as follows: 

    
         
      

  
         

    
             

         
   

    
    

         
     

Where: 

       is net operating accruals for the period t, calculated as net income for the 

period t minus cash flow from operations for period t; 

          is the lagged total assets for the period such that is the total assets for 

period t-1; 

        denotes the change in sales calculated as the sales at the end of the period 

minus the sales at the beginning of period; 

      denotes the change in accounts receivable calculated as the receivable 

accounts at the end of the period minus the receivable accounts at the beginning of 

the period; 

     denotes the net property, plant and equipment for the period t; 

   denotes the error term. 

Note: The error term    is the estimate of discretionary accruals. The residuals obtained from 

this analysis are utilized in the expected dividend yield model as an independent variable. A 

high level of discretionary accruals relative to other companies included in the universe 

would indicate relatively poor earnings quality, whereas a low level would indicate the 

opposite. 
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3.3 Study Approach 

To clarify any uncertainties in the methodology followed in constructing the portfolios based 

on the proposed model, a detailed approach is outlined below. 

3.3.1 Regression Analysis 

In the estimation of the expected dividend yield, company-specific data for each independent 

variable are used across several periods in time. In essence, data sets (consisting of both 

the dependent and independent variables) are sourced from each company over a number 

of consecutive periods. 

The scope of the model is specific to companies listed on the JSE with the tendency of 

regular dividend payments to shareholders. The returns of the proposed portfolio are 

calculated through the use of semi-annual data. 

The table below outlines the sample periods used to estimate the dividend yields in 

determining the proposed investment portfolios. Half yearly periods are denoted by H1 and 

H2:  

Sample Period Estimated Dividend Yield 
Proposed Investment  

Date 

H1  2001 - H2 2005 H1 2006 H1 2007 

H2  2001 - H1 2006 H2 2006 H2 2007 

H1 2002 - H2 2006 H1 2007 H1 2008 

... ... ... 

H1 2006 - H2 2010 H1 2011 H1 2012 

H2 2006 - H1 2011 H2 2011 H2 2012 

 

Table 2: Half-yearly Sample Periods 

3.3.2 The Portfolio 

The portfolio is constructed based on the expected dividend yield model proposed by the 

study. The proposed portfolio will be constructed of 30 securities selected from the 

constituents of the Top 40 and Mid Cap Indices. The initial investment in H1 2007 for each 

company is based on the dividend yield as estimated for H1 2006. The first step in 

determining an estimation of the dividend yield for this period will be to estimate the 

coefficients (          ) in the model, through the use of data sets over 10 retrospective 

periods, H1 2001 to H2 2005. Actual data sourced for H1 2006 together with these estimated 

coefficients are then used in the calculation of the estimated dividend yield. 

The reason for the use of expected dividend yields estimated for H1 2006 as opposed to H2 

2006 is due to the fact that actual data on financials and dividends for H2 2006 will not yet 
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be available at date of investment, H1 2007. The estimated expected dividend yields, to 

some extent already portray the most recent information available as communicated by 

financial statements and dividends paid, since the data for H2 2006 is only available to the 

market in H1 2007 as stated earlier – not in time for investments to be made in the selected 

securities for inclusion in the portfolio for H1 2007. Similarly, for the investment period of H2 

2007, the expected dividend yields are estimated for H2 2006 by using data obtained over 

the sample period of H2 2001 to H1 2006. These 10 consecutive semi-annual periods are 

effectively just rolling forward for each of the subsequent periods the expected dividend 

yields are to be estimated for, in order to invest in the proposed portfolios. 

The portfolios constructed and invested in over the period of H1 2007 to H2 2012 are 

estimated by making use of sample periods stretching over the period of H1 2001 to H1 

2011 and are benchmarked against the Dividend Plus Index. 

3.5 Data Description 

The FTSE Group and the JSE Limited have joined forces in the designing of indices 

measuring the performance of the major capital and industry segments of the South African 

market. These indices, which forms part of the FTSE/JSE Africa Index series, enable 

investors to track market performance by market capitalization, the different sectors as well 

as investment strategies. An important factor companies need to adhere to is sufficient 

liquidity, which reflects an accurate and reliable price for determining the market value of the 

company. The sufficient liquidity is reflected in the methodology followed in calculating the 

FTSE/JSE Africa Index series. 

The benchmark index used in the study, the Dividend Plus Index, was launched in August 

2006. For this reason the sample period for this study runs from January 2007 to December 

2012 – a total of 6 years. However, since this study makes use of backwards sampling in the 

estimation of dividend yields for the various securities in question, a sampling period of 10 

retrospective time periods is utilized such that the actual data used in this study runs from 

January 2001 to December 2012. When the lagged variables included in the study are also 

taken into consideration, the actual data used in this study runs from January 2000 to 

December 2012. 

Securities of companies meeting the following selection criteria are included in the sample:  

(a) All ordinary shares in issue that are listed on the JSE. 

(b) Securities of dividend paying companies. 
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(c) Securities of property companies are included in the sample to more substantially 

reflect the composition of the principle benchmark, unlike with the Dividend Plus 

Index where property companies are excluded. 

The constituents of the Top40 Index and the Mid Cap Index for the time periods in 

consideration were obtained from Bloomberg to determine the securities to be used in the 

model. All fields (data items) associated with the selected securities were also obtained from 

Bloomberg and data items were imported into Excel by using the Bloomberg data history 

function stipulating a half yearly period. The expectation of using half yearly data was to 

obtain actual half yearly periods, June and December (Jun/Dec). The only data items 

reflecting actual half yearly periods were CUR_MKT_CAP, DIVIDEND_YIELD and 

EQY_DVD_YLD_IND_NET. The rest of the data items reflected the half yearly reporting 

periods of each associated company. 

3.5.1 Remedial Data Measures 

To get a better insight into the data at hand, the data set, Data Set A, had to reflect the 

following properties: 

(a) Records from the year 2000 and onwards were included in the sample. 

(b) All non-dividend paying companies were excluded from the data set. 

(c) Half yearly periods were derived from the given dates, such that data from January 

to June were grouped together under the period H1 and data from July to December 

under the period H2. These fictitious periods were created in order to determine 

which companies presented multiple half yearly periods. The following companies 

contained multiple half yearly periods: 

o MVL 

For 2002-2003 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Mar/Sep. 

For 2004-2011 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Jun/Dec. 

It can be assumed that the company’s financial year-end reporting dates 

were amended and the company is therefore removed from the sample data. 

o PSG 

For 2003-2012 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Feb/Aug. 

The date 2006/06/30 consistently appeared across all data items reflecting 

the reporting period. 

This discrepancy caused the company to be removed from the sample data. 

o PTG 

For 2004-2011 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Jun/Dec. 
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The date 2011/03/30 appeared in the data item reflecting the revenue 

component of the company (SALES_REV_TURN).  

This discrepancy led to the deletion of the company from the sample data. 

o TSH 

For 2000-2009 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Jun/Dec. 

In 2010 reporting periods reflected Jun/Sep/Dec values. 

For 2011-2012 half-yearly reporting periods consisted of Mar/Sep. 

It can be assumed that the company’s financial year-end reporting dates 

were amended and the company is therefore removed from the sample data. 

(d) An extraction of all the companies with a reporting period of Jun/Dec was done in 

order to determine whether sufficient data would be available without amending the 

original data set. 89 of the possible 149 companies satisfied the criteria. 

(e) Missing values for CF_FREE_CASH_FLOW was calculated by subtracting the 

associated CAPITAL_EXPEND from the CF_CASH_FROM_OPER (as described in 

field description). 

(f) Where missing values were observed in the data items CAPITAL_EXPEND, 

BS_ACCT_NOTE_RCV and CF_PRPTY_IMPRV, it was assumed to be zero. 

(g) Where no financial statement information was available, such that only information 

on CUR_MKT_CAP, DIVIDEND_YIELD and EQY_DVD_YLD_IND_NET was 

available, the records were deleted. 

(h) Missing values in DVD_PAYOUT_RATIO were replaced with zero if the associated 

values of IS_TOT_CASH_COM_DVD were zero. 

(i) Missing values elsewhere were averaged out, such that the last available value was 

added to the next available value and divided by 2. 

(j) Since DVD_PAYOUT_RATIO is calculated as a percentage by Bloomberg (see 

Bloomberg Field Descriptions), these values needed to be divided by 100 to attain 

values reflecting the ratio. 

(k) Companies with no records for DIVIDEND_YIELD and IS_EPS were dropped from 

the sample. 

(l) All salient variables utilized in the study were standardized to permit the 

comparisons of the estimated regression coefficients in common units. A variable X 

is standardized using 

   
    

  
 

where    denotes the standardized variable  ,    denotes the mean of variable   and 

    denotes the standard deviation of variable  . 
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A short explanation regarding these remedial measures can be seen in Appendix A. 

Due to the fact that only 89 of the possible 149 companies are reflected in the above data 

set, a second data set, Data B, was created following the exact steps as above except for 

step 4 which was replaced by the following remedial action: 

To enable comparison of model variables across all companies originally sourced for this 

study, the reporting dates for companies which differed from the actual half yearly periods, 

consisting of Jun/Dec, had to be transformed to reflect these periods. This was 

accomplished by assigning a 6th of the value of the associated reporting half yearly date to 

the date and each of the preceding 5 months as shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 4: Deriving Values for Actual Half Year Periods 

If a company reports on their financial position on half yearly periods May/Nov 2000: 

 Let the value reported on May 2000 be equal to X. 

 Let the value reported on November 2000 be equal to Y. 

 And let the value reported on May 2001 be equal to V. 

The derived value for the company as used in Dataset B on June 2000 is equal to A. 

The derived value for the company as used in Dataset B on November 2000 is equal to B. 

 

This process seems to be a fair treatment to the variables of the companies in question, 

since the values are averaged out over a period and no new information is added to the data 

set in question, Data Set B. 

Tables 3 and 4 exemplify the summary statistics of the salient variables for Datasets A and B 

respectively: 
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Table 3: Summary Statistics for Dataset A 

 

 

 

Table 4: Summary Statistics for Dataset B 

From the above two tables it is evident that the standard deviation of some of the variables 

are quite substantial. This can be ascribed due to questionable data obtained, since all the 

variables have been standardized. 

In order to avoid potential collinearity problems between the variables utilized in the model, a 

correlation matrix is drawn up for both Dataset A and Dataset B to determine whether any 

abnormalities between the correlation coefficients may be present. Correlation matrices of 

the variables for Dataset A and B are illustrated in Tables 5 and 6: 
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Table 5: Correlation Matrix for Dataset A 

 

 

Table 6: Correlation Matrix for Dataset B 

From Tables 6 and 7, with the exceptions of the correlation coefficients between the lagged 

dividend yield and the current dividend yield of 0.43197 and 0.61990 respectively, the rest of 

the correlation coefficients are below 0.25. The above observations lead to the reasonable 

assumption that the problem of collinearity is not present in the model. An even bigger 

problem faced when utilizing multiple regression is the occurrence of multicollinearity, due to 

the independent variables in a model being highly correlated with one another. This issue 

will be addressed in section 4.   
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4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The expected dividend yield model proposed in this study was regressed on financial 

datasets by utilizing multiple regression analysis.  

The sample period for the estimation of expected dividend yields stretched over a 10 year 

period, from H1 2001 to H2 2011. As mentioned, backward sampling of 10 consecutive half-

yearly periods were used as sub-samples for each dataset in the estimation process. By 

rolling the sub-sample forward for each imminent period, a total of 12 sub-samples were 

produced in the estimation process. 

Since regression analysis is applied, emphasis needs to be placed on the importance of 

examining the appropriateness of the multiple regression model considered for the sample 

data at hand. Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) is used to generate the coefficients and 

statistics necessary to evaluate how well the model fits the data. 

These inferential methods are subject to the following required conditions involving the error 

term ( ): 

(i) The probability distribution of   is normal;  

(ii) The mean of the distribution of   is 0; 

(iii) The standard deviation of   is constant; 

(iv) The errors are independent. 

It can be written as  

          

Another condition that needs to be met is that the independent variables should be 

uncorrelated with one another. This is known as multicollinearity and has been mentioned 

earlier. 

These required conditions are diagnosed and any problems incurred are to be taken note of, 

since these assumptions must be satisfied in order for inference to be possible. 

Table 7 gives a representation of the empirical results obtained from regression ran on 

Dataset A. The results in table 7 shows mixed results, which is difficult to interpret to say the 

least. This may be a result of applying multiple regression analysis on panel data.   

Further investigation into the above assumptions in this model gives some clarification.  
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Firstly, it is necessary to investigate if any multicollinearity is present in this model. Variance 

Inflation Factors (   ) measure by how much the standard error of the parameter estimate 

increases in the presence of multicollinearity. In the absence of multicollinearity       

(Santana, 2009). These factors are all close to 1 and multicollinearity does not seem to pose 

a problem. 

Next, the assumption of homoscedasticity (constant variance) needs to be tested for by 

making use of White’s Moment’s Specification test. It is found that these moment’s 

specification tests, which is utilized to test the null hypothesis of constant standard deviation 

of the error term, reflects a p-value less than alpha. The null hypothesis is therefore rejected 

and states that there is not enough evidence to assume that homoscedasticity is present. 

See Appendix B.2 to serve as an example of the output interpreted. 

1 

Table 7: Dividend Yield Estimation Results for Dataset A 

When multiple regressions are run on panel data, the underlying assumptions may fall flat. In 

this scenario the variance of the error term shows heteroscedastic properties instead of the 

assumed constant variance (homoscedasticity). The error terms and data applied may also 

show some type of dependence. Even though the correlation matrices earlier did not pick up 

                                                
 

1
 Table 7 is an illustration of each variables estimated coefficient and in brackets below states the 

associated p-value. 

7.60E-16 3.79E-16 3.13E-16 2.36E-16 1.30E-17 5.52E-17 6.93E-17 -3.47E-16 -2.27E-17 8.34E-17 1.32E-16 4.96E-16

(1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000)

0.28952 0.30795 0.40172 0.41858 0.03826 0.044811 0.005283 0.002697 0.012233 1.68E-05 -0.00733 0.017394

(<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (0.4349) (0.3582) (0.9213) (0.9601) (0.8312) (0.9998) (0.9028) (0.7562)

0.016101 0.014431 -0.01762 -0.03954 0.070558 0.035956 0.14261 0.1325 0.13973 0.13094 0.10801 0.046169

(0.6816) (0.7328) (0.6820) (0.3797) (0.1750) (0.5103) (0.0168) (0.0269) (0.0225) (0.0338) (0.0905) (0.4409)

-0.06369 -0.07147 -0.08528 -0.08739 -0.06243 -0.05681 -0.05004 -0.04141 -0.04879 -0.04481 -0.0574 -0.09823

(0.0701) (0.0642) (0.0319) (0.0346) (0.2105) (.2534) (0.3608) (0.4516) (0.4049) (0.4536) (0.3535) (0.0915)

-0.05486 -0.0661 -0.02189 -0.00873 -0.06186 -0.02241 -0.06175 -0.08145 -0.10289 -0.10179 -0.08699 -0.02395

(0.1524) (0.1164) (0.6085) (0.8435) (0.2336) (.6641) (0.2741) (0.1486) (0.0854) (0.0943) (0.1634) (0.6795)

0.61917 0.56869 0.48446 0.45114 0.53008 0.52622 0.41224 0.40691 0.22566 0.18264 0.14877 0.37587

(<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0020) (0.0149) (<0.0001)

0.063452 0.071264 0.094882 0.14391 0.13666 0.13475 0.026829 0.002304 0.050154 0.008791 0.040504 0.19721

(0.0965) (0.0848) (0.0284) (0.0013) (0.0087) (0.0131) (0.6488) (0.9689) (0.4205) (0.8909) (0.5419) (0.0018)

0.063793 0.065605 0.10037 0.12324 0.092105 0.10571 -0.06528 -0.06507 -0.01669 -0.09065 -0.04503 0.061115

(0.0781) (0.0952) (0.0156) (0.0046) (0.0711) (0.0471) (0.2573) (0.2704) (0.7868) (0.1502) (0.4880) (0.3174)

302 301 310 297 279 290 290 290 290 290 278 278

0.6496 0.5805 0.5449 0.5322 0.3614 0.3454 0.2098 0.3454 0.0902 0.0647 0.0624 0.0481

DivYieldt-2

FCFt/At

DAt

Backwards Sampling Estimation Periods

Intercept

DPRt

EPSt

Mt/At

Sizet

H2 2004 - 

H1 2009

H1 2005 - 

H2 2009

H2 2005 - 

H1 2010

H1 2006 - 

H2 2010

H2 2006 - 

H1 2011

Expected Dividend Yield 

Model

based on Dataset A
H1 2001 -

H2 2005

H2 2001 - 

H1 2006

H1 2002 -

H2 2006

H2 2002 - 

H1 2007

H1 2003 - 

H2 2007

H2 2003 - 

H1 2008

H1 2004 - 

H2 2008

No of observations

Rsquared
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any correlation problems, it is important to take note that correlation matrices only test for 

linear dependence. 

These unimpressive results may also, in part, be a reflection of the small amount of data 

available, since Dataset A only represents companies with financial half-year periods of June 

and December respectively. In each period less than 30 companies were part of the sub-

samples. This amounts to only 30% of the possible 100 that is supposed to be included in 

the sample.   

The results for Dataset B in Table 8, shows similar mixed results, even for a larger sample. It 

can be of interest to look at the coefficient of determination (  ), known as a fit statistic. This 

statistic determines how well the model fits the data. The closer this value is to 1, the better 

the fit. Both Dataset A and Dataset B’s results shows relatively reasonable  ’s (especially in 

the beginning stages of the study), which should indicate that the model has some 

explanatory power. It is interesting that this statistic seems to decline over time, which may 

also be due to the panel data effects. In order to test whether there is some truth to this 

statement, the estimated coefficients are applied to the data in order to estimate expected 

dividend yields in an attempt to compile a portfolio in pursuit of outperforming the 

benchmarks.  

2
 

Table 8: Dividend Yield Estimation Results for Dataset B 

 

                                                
 

2
 Table 8 is an illustration of each variables estimated coefficient and in brackets below states the 

associated p-value. 

9.05E-16 1.54E-15 2.25E-15 1.33E-15 2.91E-16 -5.76E-16 -1.78E-16 6.61E-16 4.39E-16 3.66E-16 4.17E-16 -2.44E-16

(1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000) (1.0000)

0.23337 0.23667 0.27783 0.14093 0.013552 0.00847462 0.003784022 0.00808638 0.00939914 0.00796902 0.013075 0.025566

(<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (0.5781 (0.7271) (0.8842) (0.7887) (0.7636) (0.7997) (0.7092) (0.4300)

0.005943 0.013072 0.015294 0.002518 0.00749 -0.00031546 0.037099 0.034635 0.033737 0.025137 0.02603 -0.03964

(0.6966) (0.5658) (0.6820) (0.9242) (0.7736) (0.9903) (0.1855) (0.2960) (0.3161) (0.4552) (0.4891) (0.2636)

-0.07235 -0.087789 -0.09373 -0.07353 -0.045135 -0.028509 -0.042669 -0.062685 -0.07428 -0.073895 -0.12948 -0.13111

(<0.0001) (<0.0001) (0.0319) (0.0028) (0.0689) (0.2480) (0.1066) (0.0418) (0.0201) (0.0216) (0.0003) (0.0001)

-0.03891 -0.038669 -0.03384 -0.02877 -0.011951 0.01324 -0.019612 -0.045339 -0.067011 -0.057721 -0.08087 -0.03803

(0.0791) (0.0863) (0.6085) (0.2605) (0.6417) (0.6040) (0.4766) (0.1534) (0.0425) (0.0818) (0.0286) (0.2610)

0.71252 0.68678 0.62915 0.69551 0.74178 0.76182 0.72542 0.58062 0.52303 0.52852 0.35153 0.48257

(<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001) (<0.0001)

0.030433 0.00654168 0.02766 0.023067 0.017917 0.00421863 0.006727174 0.017584 0.027411 0.031825 0.076692 0.16747

(0.2845) (.7679) (0.0284) (0.3632) (0.4694) (0.8648) (0.8009) (0.5689) (0.3919) (0.3232) (0.0334) (<0.0001)

0.039579 0.045016 0.07402 0.017359 0.00478 -0.024123 -0.057609 -0.026244 -0.012936 -0.020531 0.040791 0.09272

(0.0004) (0.0394) (0.0156) (0.5067) (0.8496) (0.3373) (0.0352) (0.4112) (0.6960) (0.5368) (0.2776) (0.0096)

750 750 750 740 740 720 700 720 720 720 680 650

0.7088 0.6717 0.633 0.5777 0.5673 0.5828 0.5357 0.5357 0.3537 0.3036 0.1809 0.3339

No of observations

Rsquared

EPSt

Mt/At

Sizet

DivYieldt-2

FCFt/At

DAt

H1 2005 - 

H2 2009

H2 2005 - H1 

2010

H1 2006 - 

H2 2010

H2 2006 - 

H1 2011

Intercept

DPRt

Expected Dividend Yield 

Model

based on Dataset B

Backwards Sampling Estimation Periods

H1 2001 -

H2 2005

H2 2001 - 

H1 2006

H1 2002 -

H2 2006

H2 2002 - 

H1 2007

H1 2003 - 

H2 2007

H2 2003 - 

H1 2008

H1 2004 - 

H2 2008

H2 2004 - 

H1 2009
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4.1 Comparison of Portfolio Performance 

From the list of current constituents, all companies with consecutive data periods, say H1 

2001 to H2 2005, are included in the sample. The variables for the expected dividend yield 

model are computed for these companies over time as well as standardized before used in 

the regression model, to take into account for different unit measurements. The estimates of 

these parameters are used in conjunction with actual data for, say H1 2006, in order to 

estimate the dividend yield for each company. These estimated expected dividend yields are 

ranked in descending order and the top 30 companies are chosen to form part of the 

investment portfolio for the investment period due. In this example, dividend yields for H1 

2006 are estimated in order to rank the companies. The investment into this portfolio will 

only be due in H1 2007. The investment portfolio is weighted according to the expected 

dividend yield.  

This study utilizes a ‘buy and hold’ strategy, in order to minimize transaction fees. The 

investment results for the 12 periods reveal portfolio results in excess of that of the 

benchmarks in the study as seen in table 9.  

Commenting just on the results reported on the portfolio based on Dataset B, the expected 

dividend yield model does indeed seem to have some explanatory power. Looking at the 

returns of the portfolio for H1 2008 and H1 2011 respectively in comparison to the returns of 

the Dividend Plus Index, since these two portfolios share the methodology of investing in 

value companies by making use of dividend yields, it can be seen that they follow the same 

trend in the market. Both portfolios reported significant losses in comparison to the market in 

both of these periods. The losses in 2008 can be explained due to the adverse economic 

conditions spread widely across the world when the credit crisis hit America. Since growth 

companies are seen as more mature companies, these value shares are not and were 

obviously much more susceptible and easily affected by the negative conditions.     

The expected dividend yield portfolio, compiled from using the expected dividend yield 

model, outperformed the Dividend Plus Index by about 6.081% and outperformed the All 

share Index by a whopping 20.567%. 
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Table 9 : The Accumulated Returns for Single Holding Periods 

0.12643 0.00888 0.03835 -0.28312 0.01307 0.21824 -0.05866 0.23489 -0.01373 0.00189 0.00189 0.16633 0.45446

0.09974 -0.06281 -0.17808 0.08823 0.04579 0.19243 0.04572 0.1977 -0.0569 0.05087 0.05087 0.12576 0.59932

0.20767 0.06186 0.04088 -0.0876 0.07 0.26372 0.01884 0.18651 -0.10342 0.06064 0.04547 0.09899 0.86356

0.12643 0.00888 0.03835 -0.28312 0.01307 0.21824 -0.05866 0.23489 -0.01373 0.00189 0.00189 0.16633 0.45446

0.09974 -0.06281 -0.17808 0.08823 0.04579 0.19243 0.04572 0.1977 -0.0569 0.05087 0.05087 0.12576 0.59932

0.18924 0.03094 -0.13411 0.01313 0.00163 0.20618 0.01224 0.154 -0.05776 0.06826 0.07656 0.09982 0.66013Expected Dividend Portfolio

Total

Total

Holding Period

Holding Period

H1 2011 H2 2011 H1 2012 H2 2012

All Share Index

Dividend Plus Index

Portfolios Return 

based on Dataset B
H1 2007 H2 2007 H1 2008 H2 2008 H1 2009 H2 2009 H1 2010 H2 2010

H2 2012

All Share Index

Dividend Plus Index

Expected Dividend Portfolio

Portfolios Return 

based on Dataset A
H2 2009 H1 2010 H2 2010 H1 2011 H2 2011 H1 2012H1 2007 H2 2007 H1 2008 H2 2008 H1 2009
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Previous studies relating to the predictive power dividends have in the forecasting of future 

stock returns have continually raised issues of interest within academia. The correlation 

between dividend yields and stock returns have been of particular interest, which have led to 

the examination of a number of strategic investment strategies based on dividend yields. 

One of the seemingly more popular dividend yield investment strategies is the Dogs of the 

Dow strategy, as mentioned earlier in the paper. This strategy involves the ranking of the 

current dividend yields of stocks in a particular market and investing in a number of shares 

possessing the highest dividend yield. Studies that have followed a similar approach 

includes McQueen et al. (1997), Visscher and Filbeck (2003) and Brzeszczynski and Gajdka 

(2008) to name but a few. A similar study was attempted by Wolmarans (2000) on South 

African securities, but the result left much to be desired.  

The study conducted by Hsu and Lin (2010) attempts to estimate a dividend yield which 

better reflect the prospective profits of a firm, by taking into account that high dividends may 

merely be a result of lower stock prices or may be attributable to creative accounting by 

managers in an attempt to reflect better earnings. The current dividend yield is replaced by 

the expected dividend yield and stocks are ranked accordingly. 

In an attempt to replicate a similar model based on South African equities, a number of 

issues emerged which should be addressed for further investigations.  

The first major issue relates to data mining. The data on South African companies obtained 

from Bloomberg was not sufficient for the requirements of this study. The data not only 

displayed countless missing data points, but also numerous records where the integrity of 

the data was questionable. Either alternative data providers should be explored in attempting 

to find more accurate periodical data pertaining to South African listed companies or new 

data sets should be examined altogether. 

The empirical results of the study exhibit superior performance by the portfolio based on the 

expected dividend, on both datasets utilized, in comparison to the returns on the benchmark 

indices, namely the All Share Index and the Dividend Plus Index. The returns reflected by 

the portfolio based on information from Dataset A is ascribed to mere coincidence, since 

only a maximum of 30 companies per period was available for regression analysis per 

period. Most of the times the number of companies observed were less than 30. The returns 

on Dataset B may be ascribed to the estimation power of the expected dividend yield model, 

but since the assumptions underlying the multiple regression model is violated it cannot be 

confidently assumed.  
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The investigation of trading strategies based on high dividend yielding securities is most 

certainly an interesting topic in the financial industry and has a lot of scope in the South 

African market. It is worth pursuing a similar study on South African data, by applying an 

appropriate regression model considering the problems we have come across in this study. 

These models may include mixed regression models for repeated-measure data as 

explained in a paper by Blackwell et al. (2006) as an alternative for future studies. It will also 

be of interest to compare portfolios created by an implicit calculation of dividends, such as 

was attempted in this study, by portfolios based on explicit dividend information. These 

returns can make use of Sharpe’s Ratio and the Treynor Index as additional measures of 

risk-adjusted returns in order to see whether high-dividend yield trading strategies are 

indeed statistically significant. 

While the paper has demonstrated the merits of a framework to construct a portfolio based 

on expected dividend yields, we concede that further investigations are warranted. Financial 

data as one used in this research is known to exhibit so-called repeated-measures as such 

one has to apply regression models better suited for this sort of data. Further research will 

focus on applying mixed regression models that are a class of statistical models that can be 

applied for such data sets as the one discussed in this research.   
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APPENDIX A 

A.1 List of Tickers and Company Names 
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A.2 Remedial Measures for Data
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APPENDIX B 

B.1 Regression Output on the Jones Model on Dataset B 
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B.2 Regression for H1 2006 explained for Dataset B 
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B.3 Weighted Return For H1 2007 

 


